Skin graft using MatriDerm® for plantar defects after excision of skin cancer

Abstract: Skin cancer should be excised with sufficient margin to reduce recurrence rate. However, the surgeon always has to worry about the reconstruction method of skin defects after excision. In particular, defects in the plantar surface of the foot are difficult to reconstruct due to their position and structure, and various methods are applied by each surgeon. Surgeons think which methods are easier to apply to patients and less morbidity. To alleviate these concerns, we applied artificial dermal substitute to skin defects after skin cancer. Bowen’s disease (squamous cell carcinoma in situ) and melanoma in situ on the plantar surface of the foot were subjected to wide excision with sufficient margin. After excision, a skin defect with exposed plantar fascia was applied with a matrix defect and vacuum. A granulation tissue (dermal matrix) was formed and a split-thickness skin graft was performed. Both patients had good functional results and no problems with skin donor sites. Thus, we report a skin graft method that is relatively easy to apply after skin cancer excision on the plantar surface of the foot.
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Introduction

Surgical treatment of skin cancer, such as melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma, should be excised with sufficient margin and reconstructed for skin defects if necessary. However, skin defects after wide excision of skin cancer on the plantar side of the foot are difficult to reconstruct due to weight-bearing applied to the plantar side of the foot and the thick skin layer covering the plantar fascia. Various flap methods have been used to resolve plantar skin defects.1–4 However, the flap shows high donor site morbidity and it is difficult to apply if it is not performed by microsurgeon. MatriDerm® (MedSkin Solution Dr. Suwelack AG, Billerbeck, Germany) is an artificial dermis composed of collagen and elastin and can be used for reconstruction using split-thickness skin grafts (STSG). We previously obtained good results using MatriDerm for skin defects; defects as the result of trauma, burns or diabetic skin ulcers, and this was applied to reconstruction of skin defect after excision of plantar skin cancer.

Case report

Case 1

A 66-year-old Korean woman was treated at the local clinic with chronic ulceration on the plantar surface of the right foot for 8 months previously. At the time of admission, a 3×2 cm erythematous reticular chronic ulcer lesion was observed in the mid-plantar...
surface. The patient had never been exposed to radiation or arsenic, and had no history of skin malignancies. Skin biopsy was performed and the patient was diagnosed with Bowen’s disease. Photodynamic therapy was considered at first in consultation with a dermatologist, but wide excision was determined to reduce recurrence rate.

Surgery was performed with a figure four position on the supine position under spinal anesthesia. Wide excision with a margin of at least 1 cm (Figure 1A), and secondary reconstruction of the skin defect were planned. After wide excision, margin clearance was confirmed by frozen section. Plantar fascia and lateral plantar neurovascular bundle were exposed through skin defect (Figure 1B). The exposed structures were covered with MatriDerm, and a vacuum device was applied additionally. Vacuum change was performed weekly at the operation room until the permanent biopsy result was obtained and the skin graft was planned after confirming the formation of the dermal matrix (Figure 1C). Skin was harvested using a dermatome on the ipsilateral lateral thigh and split-thickness skin graft was performed (Figure 1D). Complete healing of the skin graft was confirmed at 8 weeks after surgery (Figure 1E). There were no complications such as infection in the donor site and graft during recovery, and there were no functional problems of the foot. The only complication observed was numbness on the distal lateral side of the foot and it gradually improved.

**Case 2**

A 69-year-old Korean male presented with a color change in the left foot that occurred 4 months ago. At the time of admission, a 3×2 cm pigmented skin lesion was observed on the lateral side of the mid plantar surface. The patient had no previous history and family history of melanoma. On skin biopsy, lesions were diagnosed as melanoma in situ. Therefore, wide excision was determined except for sentinel lymph node biopsy. Surgery was performed in prone position under spinal anesthesia. Wide excision with a margin of at least 1 cm and a medial plantar artery flap for skin defect were planned (Figure 2A). Wide excision was performed and margin clearance was confirmed by frozen section. The medial plantar artery flap was attempted as planned, but the distance between the lesion and the flap was too far to be performed. Plantar fascia was exposed through skin defect and secondary

---

**Figure 1** A 66-year-old woman visited our hospital due to chronic ulceration of the right foot 8 months ago. (A) There was a 3×2 cm erythematous reticular chronic ulcer lesion in the mid-plantar surface of the foot. (B) Wide excision with a margin of 1 cm or more was performed. Plantar fascia and lateral plantar neurovascular bundle were exposed through skin defect. (C) One week after the operation, a dermal matrix was formed by granulation in the skin defect. (D) Split-thickness skin graft was performed by harvesting from the ipsilateral thigh. (E) After 8 weeks postsurgery, complete healing of the skin graft was confirmed.
reconstruction was performed (Figure 2B). The exposed structures were covered with MatriDerm, and a vacuum device was applied additionally. One week after surgery, a dermal matrix was formed. (D) Split-thickness skin graft was performed by harvesting from the ipsilateral thigh. (E) Six weeks after the surgery, complete healing of the skin graft was confirmed.

Figure 2 A 69-year-old male presented with color change in the left foot 4 months ago. (A) A 3×2 cm pigmented skin lesion was observed on the lateral side of the mid-plantar foot. (B) Wide excision with a margin of 1 cm or more was performed, and plantar fascia was exposed through skin defect. (C) One week after surgery, a dermal matrix was formed. (D) Split-thickness skin graft was performed by harvesting from the ipsilateral thigh. (E) Six weeks after the surgery, complete healing of the skin graft was confirmed.

Discussion
It is difficult for the surgeon to determine sufficient margin for wide excision of skin cancer in the plantar surface of the foot. Low flexibility of the skin due to thick plantar fascia located beneath the skin and the weight bearing applied to the plantar surface are reasons why soft tissue reconstruction of the plantar surface is difficult. Also, due to limited number of reconstruction methods, the larger the margin needed for wide excision, the fewer options the surgeon can determine. Several methods have been used depending on the location of the defect to reconstruct the plantar skin defect. Distal plantar skin defect can be treated by local flap such as medial plantar artery flap or V-Y flap,¹ and island perforator flap or free flap can be applied to heel and mid-plantar skin defect.²,⁵ Wu and Gottlieb performed a skin graft or local flap on non-weight bearing skin defect.³ However, flap surgery is difficult to perform and the larger the defect size, the greater the donor site morbidity. Skin grafts have a limited survival rate when applied directly to fibrous tissue.

To overcome these drawbacks, we applied artificial dermal substitute for the reconstruction of skin defect by trauma or burn, to skin cancer. Wollina reported good results with single-stage reconstruction using MatriDerm for nose, lower leg, knee, and foot skin defects caused by chronic ulcers, bursitis, diabetic foot and pressure sore including squamous cell carcinoma.⁶ MatriDerm is an acellular dermal substitute
with porous membrane three-dimensional structure composed of collagen and elastin from bovine ligament and dermis, applicable for full-thickness skin defects.\textsuperscript{7,8} MatriDerm is a thin, 1 mm thick, paper-like water-soluble membrane that acts as a scaffold to stimulate the formation of a dermal matrix, helping to restore skin and inhibiting scar formation.\textsuperscript{9} This action allows single-stage surgical treatment through STSG for skin defects due to trauma, surgical wound, and IIb–III degrees burn.\textsuperscript{7,10} In addition, since the elasticity and flexibility of the MatriDerm are similar to those of surrounding tissues, functional problems such as tendon excursion and range of motion recovery of joints can be compensated.\textsuperscript{11} However, MatriDerm cannot be used for infected tissue. Hever and Cavale reported that MatriDerm was the best in a single-stage procedure for patients with large skin defects, comparing STSG alone with STSG using MatriDerm and Integra (Integra Life Sciences Corp., NJ, USA).\textsuperscript{12} This is because MatriDerm is based on elastin, unlike other templates, and elastin acts as a major role in increasing elasticity and resilience in the skin. For this reason, we selected MatriDerm as the material in these cases.

In our cases, the plantar fascia and neurovascular bundle were exposed through the defect after excision of the skin cancer on the plantar surface. When the fascia is exposed to the weight-bearing position, flap is usually the chosen method to maintain the previous elasticity. Instead, we applied MatriDerm to reduce the adhesion between skin and basal structure and to increase the healing potential. Although this method is easily applicable, more studies are required to be applied to deep tissue cancers with high stage.

Conclusion
Wide excision with sufficient margin is necessary to prevent recurrence of skin cancer. However, additional surgery should be considered after excision in areas where skin reconstruction is difficult, such as plantar surface of the foot. We report cases of skin graft using MatriDerm for plantar skin defect, which is relatively easy to reconstruct, regardless of position and size.
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